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HARMONIC VOLUME, SYMMETRIC PRODUCTS,
AND THE ABEL-JACOBIMAP
WILLIAMM. FAUCETTE
Abstract. The author generalizes B. Harris' definition of harmonic volume to
the algebraic cycle Wk - Wk~ for k > 1 in the Jacobian of a nonsingular
algebraic curve X. We define harmonic volume, determine its domain, and
show that it is related to the image v of Wk—Wk in the Griffiths intermediate
Jacobian. We derive a formula expressing harmonic volume as a sum of integrals
over a nested sequence of submanifolds of the k-ïolà symmetric product of
X . We show that v , when applied to a certain class of forms, takes values
in a discrete subgroup of R/Z and hence, when suitably extended to complexvalued forms, is identically zero modulo periods on primitive forms if k > 2.
This implies that the image of Wk - W¿~ is identically zero in the Griffiths
intermediate Jacobian if k > 2. We introduce a new type of intermediate
Jacobian which, like the Griffiths intermediate Jacobian, varies holomorphically
with moduli, and we consider a holomorphic torus bundle on Torelli space with
this fiber. We use the relationship mentioned above between v and harmonic
volume to compute the variation of v when considered as a section of this
bundle. This variational formula allows us to show that the image of Wk- W~
in this intermediate Jacobian is nondegenerate.

1. Introduction
Let X be a Riemann surface and let / = J(X) be its Jacobian variety. The
Abel-Jacobi map Ix: X -» J extends naturally to the kih symmetric product
Xk giving a map Ik: Xk -* /. In this way Xk defines an algebraic k-cycle on
J, which is universally denoted Wk in the literature. The algebraic k-cycle Wk
may be viewed as the image under the Abel-Jacobi map of effective divisors of
degree k on X. Let Wjf be the image of Wk under the group involution on
J(X). We remark that the algebraic cycle Wk - Wk~ is homologous to zero.
In the simplest case, that of two points p and q on a Riemann surface X,
being homologous is equivalent to being algebraically equivalent as algebraic
0-cycles. In fact, Lefschetz showed that homological equivalence and algebraic
equivalence coincide for divisors, that is, algebraic cycles of codimension one,
although it is now known that this is the exception rather than the rule in
higher codimensions. In 1969, with the foundational work of P. Griffiths, it was
shown that homological equivalence is, in general, strictly weaker than algebraic
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equivalence [G3, G4]. This result spawned a good deal of work to determine the
exact relationship between algebraic equivalence and homological equivalence.
For instance, the algebraic /c-cycle Wk determines an element wg_k in the
algebraic equivalence ring of J(X). It is known that Poincaré's formulas

ilWi = w[

hold in the cohomology ring H*(J ; Z). A. Collino showed in 1975 that these
formulas also hold in the algebraic equivalence ring of a hyperelliptic Riemann
surface X [Co].
In 1983 G. Ceresa [C] succeeded in showing that for a generic Riemann surface X, Wk and Wk~ are algebraically inequivalent if 1 < k < g - 2. Of
course, Wg_x and W~_{ are always algebraically equivalent since they are homologous divisors in /. Ceresa succeeded in proving his result by assuming that
Wx and Wff are algebraically equivalent for curves X lying in a Zariski open
set in moduli space and then using differential calculus in moduli space to derive certain relations about the vanishing of linear functionals on H3(J(X) ; C)
for all curves X. He then produces a reducible curve for which these relations
fail to hold, thus reaching a contradiction. The general result is then obtained
by induction.
A similar type of result was obtained by Ceresa and Collino [CC] in 1983
when they showed that, for a generic 3-fold F in P4 with one ordinary double
point, the difference of the two generators in the smooth quadric H, which is
the inverse image in the proper transform of F of the singular point under the
blowing up of P4 at the singular point, is not algebraically equivalent to zero,
even though Griffiths has shown that it is homologous to zero.
The difficulty with this approach is that although Ceresa's theorem establishes
that Wx and Wf are algebraically inequivalent for a generic curve X, the
theorem provides no way of determining, for a given Riemann surface X,
whether Wx and W^~ are algebraically equivalent.
In his 1983 paper in Acta Mathematica [BH1], B. Harris contributed to the
ability to determine when Wx and W~ are algebraically inequivalent by introducing the technique of harmonic volume. Let X be a nonsingular algebraic
curve of genus g > 3 and let 6X, 62, Ö3 be three real harmonic 1-forms on X
with integer periods. Choose a basepoint p e X and define a map Jx : X —>T3

by

Jx(x)= (f ó,, Í 02, Í Ö3) moduloZ3.
By imposing the conditions that fx 0, A Q¡■■
= 0 for 1 < i < j < 3, we are
assured that the image JXX in T3, as a singular 2-cycle, is the boundary of
some 3-chain C3, which is unique modulo 3-cycles. We define the harmonic
volume of 0i, 02, 03 to be the integral

/

Jc}

dxx A dx2 A dxi,

where Jx*(dx¿)= 0,.
The importance of the concept of harmonic volume lies in the following
two facts. First, the value of the linear functional v which is the image of
the algebraic cycle Wx - Wx~ in the Griffiths intermediate Jacobian associated
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to the Jacobian of X is twice the value of harmonic volume. Second, in a
concrete computational sense, an equivalent definition of harmonic volume is
as the iterated integral

(hx92-nx2)

Jy

modulo Z,

where y is a path on X Poincaré dual to the cohomology class of 03, hx is a
function on y obtained by integrating 0i, and nX2is a 1-form on X satisfying
dnx2 = dx A 62. It is this interpretation of harmonic volume as an iterated
integral which allows its explicit computation.
If Wx is algebraically equivalent to Wff , then v, suitably extended to a
C-linear functional v on complex-valued forms, must vanish on (3,0)-forms,
since Wx and Wx~ are both contained in an algebraic surface. Thus, in order
for W\ and Wx~ to be algebraically equivalent, it is necessary that twice the
harmonic volume vanish on every 3-tuple of holomorphic differentials. This
result was known to Hodge and we recall it here in its higher dimensional analog:
Proposition 1.1. IfWk is algebraically equivalent to Wk in J, then the C-linear
map v, considered as a linear functional on H2k+x'°(J) © • • • © Hk+x'k(J), is
zero modulo periods except possibly on Hk+x'k(J).
Using the technique of harmonic volume, Harris shows that the Fermât curve
of genus three is a specific example of a curve X whose image Wx in its
Jacobian is not algebraically equivalent to the image of Wx under the group
involution [BH2].
We remark that Harris' harmonic volume necessarily vanishes if X is a hyperelliptic Riemann surface since the image of a hyperelliptic Riemann surface
in its Jacobian is merely translated under the group involution. It is conjectured
that the converse also holds: If the harmonic volume map is identically zero on
a Riemann surface X, then X is hyperelliptic. A result by M. Pulte [P] in this
direction shows that if the harmonic volume vanishes there must exist on X a
distinguished (g - l)th root of the canonical divisor.
The goal of this paper is to generalize Harris' definition of harmonic volume
to the algebraic cycles Wk - Wk foxk>l.
This will be accomplished by
generalizing the idea of choosing p real harmonic 1-forms with integral periods and integrating from a fixed basepoint to give a map J¡ : X¡ -+ Tp, for
1 < / < [f] ' °f me 'tn symmetric product of X into a p-dimensional torus.
We first ask what condition must be imposed on the choice of these 1-forms
in order to insure that the image will be the boundary of some chain. The answer to this question will be shown to depend only on the cohomology class of
the wedge product of these forms when considered as representing elements of

HX(J(X) ; R). We will call a class in HP(J(X) ; Z) l-good if it is represented
by a wedge product of p real harmonic 1-forms with integral periods such that
the image of X¡ under the associated map // : X¡ -+ Tp is the boundary of
some (21 + l)-chain.
Our first result is best expressed in the language of nitrations. The Lefschetz
decomposition of any p-form on J(X)
lp/2)

£¿r(0<r))>
r=0
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where L is the Lefschetz operator and 0(r' is a primitive (p - 2r)-form, provides a filtration of the real cohomology of J(X) :
[P/21-2

L0(ö(0))cL0(ö(0))+L.(ö(l))c...c

£

¿r^W)

r=0

[P/21-1

C £
r=0

IP/2)

Lr(0(f))c

£Lr(0W)

= //"(/(X),R).

r=0

Let (?' be the subgroup of HP(J(X); Z) generated by /-good p-forms and
define G!Rto be the subspace G'giR of H2k+x(J ; R) and (?(. to be the subspace
Gl <8>Cof H2k+x(J ; C). Then the groups (?(, also provide such a filtration:
G¿ c <£ C • • • C G^21"1 c G^/2] c #'(/

; R).

Our first result is that these two nitrations agree. In particular, a decomposable
integral (2k + l)-form is A:-good if and only if the last term of its Lefschetz
decomposition vanishes.
B. Harris has shown that in the case k — 1, the class of good forms coincides
with the class of primitive forms. The result just cited shows that for k > 2,
the class of good forms is strictly larger than the class of primitive forms.
In §3 we limit our attention to p = 2k + 1, I = k. Here we will use the
term good rather than k-good. By choosing a chain in T2k+X with boundary
equal to the image JkXk we define harmonic volume to be the linear functional
on (2k + l)-forms obtained by integrating modulo Z over this chain. Just as
in Harris' paper, the homomorphism v on good forms is twice the value of
harmonic volume. We go on to show that values of harmonic volume on good
forms lying in Gk~x lie in a discrete subgroup of R/Z. This result will be used
in §4 to show that the linear functional v vanishes identically on Gk~x . In
particular, v vanishes on all primitive forms if k > 2.
This last result generalizes a remark of G. Ceresa [C, Remark 3.15]. The
content of Ceresa's remark is that the map v , suitably extended to a complexlinear map v , when restricted to primitive (g, 0) forms, gives a (multivalued)
section (depending on the choice of chain with boundary Wk- Wk) of the dual
of the Hodge bundle on moduli space which vanishes modulo periods along the
divisor of curves X containing a pencil of divisors of degree k + 1 . The
result cited at the end of the last paragraph shows that this section vanishes
identically if k > 2. The vanishing of this section for k > 2 may be given a
proof independent of harmonic volume, and we do so here.

Proposition 1.2. Let X be a nonsingular algebraic curve of genus g > 2k + 1.
Let 0 = 0i A • • • A 62k+x be a decomposable (r, 2k + 1 - r)-form on J.
If r < [|] orif r >2k+l-[\\,
then 0(6) = 0 modulo periods. In particular,
if k>2,
v is identically zero modulo periods on (2k +1,0) forms.
Proof. We may suppose k>2. Let / = [|] and define
D2k+X = m#(W¡ x Z>2(fc-/)+i+D2i+X x Wk_¡),

where dD2j+x = W¡ - W~ . A computation shows that D2k+Xis homologous to
(k) times D2k+X, since W¡ x Wk_¡ is a (^)-sheeted cover of Wk . Computing
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the integral of 0 over D2k+Xby pulling back the integrand to W¡ x D2(k_¡)+X
+
D2i+\ x Wk~_tyields an expression of the integral as a linear combination of
products of integrals over W¡ and Z>2(*:-/)+iand of integrals over Wk_¡ and
•O2/+1■ The hypotheses force all the integrals over Wk_¡ and W¡ to be zero,
and it follows that 0(6) is a (k) torsion point. A continuity argument similar
to the one in the proof of Proposition 4.1 as X varies over Torelli space then
shows that 0(6) is zero. D
We note that in the example given in [BH2] using the Fermât curve of degree
4, it is shown that 0 does not vanish identically on H3'°(X) if the genus of
X is 3, whereas by Ceresa's remark, if X is hyperelliptic of genus 3, 0 is
identically zero. This is easily seen since the image of a hyperelliptic X in its
Jacobian is translated under the group involution.
In §4 we use a continuity argument as X varies in Torelli space together
with the result that values of harmonic volume on good forms in Gk~x lie in
a discrete subgroup of R/Z to show that v is identically zero on Gk~x . In
particular, this shows that for k > 2, the image of Wk - Wk in the intermediate Jacobian ^(J(X))
of the Jacobian of X is identically zero, and hence
the Griffiths primitive intermediate Jacobian cannot be used to determine the
algebraic equivalence of Wk and Wjf .
The Hodge filtration on H2k+l(J), induces a filtration on the subspace G£
of H2k+x(J) generated by good forms. This filtration is given by FdGkz =
G2k+X
-°(J) + ■■■
+ Gd'2k+x~d(J). Since i^+'G^nG* = 0, the natural R-linear
map
_
G\\^Gkc/Fk+xGkc^Fk+xGkc,
is an isomorphism. This gives Gg a natural complex structure that, by the work
of Griffiths, varies holomorphically with the complex structure on J .
We consider the homomorphism v as a section of a holomorphic torus bundle defined as follows. The linear functional v is an element of Hom(Gk , R/Z)
= Homc(Gg, C)/Hom(Gk, Z). Using the complex structure on G^ constructed
above, this quotient space is a compact complex Lie group similar to Griffiths'
intermediate Jacobian [G2]. In fact, it is merely (Fk+xGk:)* modulo the lattice
G*. On Torelli space we construct a bundle with fiber (Fk+xGç.)*/G*. The
homomorphism v then provides a holomorphic section of this bundle, a result
which is also essentially due to Griffiths. Using harmonic volume as a computational tool, we then derive a formula computing the "vertical codifferential"
of v , a concept made precise in §5.
In §5 we show that harmonic volume is nondegenerate by using the formula for the codifferential mentioned above to compute the differential of the
harmonic volume map at a point of Torelli space representing a hyperelliptic
Riemann surface. We note that the differential at this point is injective on the
normal space to the (2g - 1)-dimensional hyperelliptic locus. This result suggests that the use of an intermediate Jacobian based on periods of good forms
rather than on periods of primitive forms might be fruitful in achieving a version of Abel's theorem in higher dimensions for classifying algebraic cycles up
to algebraic equivalence.
The research appearing here is taken from my Ph.D. dissertation, done at
Brown University under the direction of Bruno Harris.
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2. Good forms
In the one-dimensional case, B. Harris defines a map Jx : X —>T3 by integrating modulo Z three real harmonic 1-forms with integral periods along a path.
In order to determine the domain of harmonic volume, he determines what constraints must be imposed on the 1-forms in order to ensure that the image JXX
in T3 is the boundary of some 3-chain. As remarked in the introduction, the
condition that the image JXX in T3 is a boundary depends only on the wedge
product of the three 1-forms, considered as forms on J(X). He discovers that
the constraints can be expressed in terms of the vanishing of the natural skewsymmetric pairing of 1-forms on X defined by 0, • 6¡ = Jx 0, A6¡. Harris then
shows that the class of decomposable integral 3-forms on J(X) which satisfy
these constraints is precisely the set of primitive decomposable integral 3-forms.
In this section we will determine the domain of our higher dimensional harmonic volume by choosing real integral harmonic 1-forms 6X, ... , 6P on X

and defining a map J¡: X¡ —►
Tp for each /, 1 < / < l2^-].

We then ask

what condition must be imposed on the wedge product 0i A • • •A 6P , considered
as representing an element of HP(J(X) ; Z), in order to ensure that the image
J/X/ is the boundary of some chain in Tp . We then proceed naively using the
fact that JtXt is a boundary if and only if it represents the zero element in

HP(Tp;QY .
Let X be a Riemann surface of genus g > p > 3 for a fixed natural number
p. Let J = J(X) be its Jacobian variety. Let 6X, ... , 6P be real harmonic
1-forms on J(X) with integer periods. For each /, 1 < / < [^yM, define

J¡:X,-* Tp by
J¡(xi,...,x,)=

(¿

/"%,,...,¿

\i=\ Jp

i' 6P\

,=i Jp

modulo TP.

J

We define 6x/\- ■■/\6P to be an I-good p-form if J¡ X¡ is the boundary of some
(21 + l)-chain in Tp . By viewing J¡(x) as a linear functional on the subspace

V of HX(X; Q) generated by 0i, ... , 8P , it is immediate that the definition
of good depends only on V and not on the individual 1-forms. Hence, the
definition of /-good depends only on the wedge product of these 1-forms.
We now wish to determine which p-forms are /-good.
Lemma 2.1. J¡X¡, as a singular 2l-cycle, is the boundary of some (21 + 1)-chain

in Tp if and only if
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J2 (SgnT)Yl (öi<r(2m-l)
' 0W(2m))
= 0.
î€S2/

m=\

for all order preserving injections a: {I, ... ,21} -* {I, ... , p} .

Proof. JtX¡ is a boundary in Tp if and only if JJX y/ = 0 for all closed
2/-forms y/ on T". Since H21(TP) equals /\21HX(TP), it is necessary and
sufficient to show that Jy x y/ = 0 for all ^'s of the form dxai\) A • •■A dxai2i),
where cr: {1, ... , 21} —>{1, ... , p} is an order preserving injection. Pulling
this integral back to X¡ and using the fact that Hx (X¡ ; Z) is isomorphic to
the subring of Hx (X1 ; Z) of elements invariant under the natural action of the
symmetric group S¡ (see [M]), this integral may be explicitly computed as a
product of integrals over X. This computation yields the result. G
Let Bl.a = ET652/(SgnT) ilm=l (<Wm-l) • 0W(2«)) •
We notice that the condition in Lemma 2.1 contains products of terms of
the form 0¡ • 6j . Such terms may be obtained by taking the interior product of
0i A • ■• A 62k+x with powers of the fundamental class n of the image of X in
/, if we consider these forms simply as elements of dual exterior algebras. We
remark that if A¡, B¡ for I < i < g is a canonical basis for HX(X;Z), then
the fundamental 2-form Q on / is equal to J2f=xB¡ A A¡. Further, if a¡, b¡

for 1 < / < g is the dual basis for Hx(X; Z).Si Hx(J; Z), then tf = ¿£., b¡Aa¡
is the homology class of the image of X in J . Hence, we see how taking the
interior product with powers of n and the exterior product with powers of £2,
that is, powers of the Lefschetz operator, might be related. This motivates the
following linear algebra construction.
Using the fact that the cohomology ring H*(J ; Q) is the exterior algebra
on HX(J;Q) and that 77,(7; Q) is the dual exterior algebra, consider the
following linear algebra construction. For n < m, we define the pseudocap
product,

ñ:Hm(J;Q)®Hn{J;Q)^Hm-*(J;Q)

by setting 0i A • • • A 6m ñ cx A ■■■A cn equal to

K(m , n) J2 (s&n°W°(l)(Cl)- ■■6o(n)(Cn)6a(n+\)A • • • A da(m),
a€Sm

where

K<m, n) = ,

l

r-i)"0"-")+^

.

(m - «)!
An analogous construction for n > m defines the ordinary cap product.

Now define

P,:Hp(J;Q)^Hp-2l(J;Q)

to be the map taking 0 to 6C\nl. This is simply the interior product described
above between the dual exterior algebras.
Lemma 2.2. Let 6 = 6XA ■■■A 6P be a decomposable rational p-form. Then

i

I

P'^ = OUn-OIV 5Z (SSn/x)^(2/+l)A ••• Aen(p)Il (öM2m-l)■<^(2m))
•
z {P

U)- ^esp

m=l
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Proof. This lemma follows by a straightforward computation by induction on
/ and the fact that 0 ñ nl = (8 ñ n'~x) ñ n for all natural numbers / > 2. D

Hence, pseudocap product with nl has the effect of sequentially removing /
pairs of 1-forms, taking their product under the skew-symmetric bilinear form,
and then taking the product of these / numbers as the coefficient for the wedge
product of the remaining (p-2l) 1-forms, at least up to a nonzero multiplicative
constant. It should be evident to the reader how this is related to the condition
in Lemma 2.1.
Proposition 2.3. Let J¡ be defined by the linearly independent integral harmonic
forms 0i, ... , dp. J¡X¡ is the boundary of some (21 + l)-chain in Tp if and

onlyif
Pi(6xA---A6p) = 0.
Proof. Using the result of Lemma 2.2 and a combinatorial argument, it can
be shown that the coefficients of the linearly independent terms in P¡(6) are
precisely the numbers B¡ „ from Lemma 2.1. Hence, P¡(6) = 0 if and only if
all the B/ct's are zero. Now Lemma 2.1 completes the proof.

D

Now we may begin studying the kernel of 7/.

Proposition 2.4. Let 6 = 0i A• • •A6P be a decomposable p-fiorm in HP(J ; Q) =
fP Hx (J ; Q). Then there exist nonnegative integers s and t with 2s + t = p
and real harmonic l-forms A,, B¡ for 1 < i < s+t, 1 < j <s, with Aj-Bj = 3¡j

and Aj • Aj = 0 = 77,• 77,for all i and j, and
6 = cAx A Bx A ■■■A As A Bs A As+XA • • • A As+t,

for some nonzero rational constant c. Further, the numbers s and t are unique.
Proof. By considering 0 as representing a p-planein HX(J ; Q) and the pairing
(a, •/?) h->fx a A ß as a skew-symmetric bilinear form, this proposition reduces
to an elementary linear algebra fact about canonical representations
symmetric bilinear forms over a field. D

of skew-

Define a decomposable rational p-fovm 6 to be of wedge type (s, t) if s
and t are as in Proposition 2.4 and write 0 — 8s-'.
Let G' c HP(J ; Z) be the subgroup generated by all /-good p-forms and let
Gq be the vector space Gl<S>zQ-Let 0¡ c HP(J ; Z) be the subgroup generated
by all decomposable integral p-forms where, possibly after some rearrangement

of the 0,'s, one has 6,■• 8¡■= 0 for 1 < /, j < p -1 + 1. The class 0¡ will be
called the set of l-orthogonal p-forms. The Lefschetz operator is defined to be
the map

L: Hp(J; Q) ^ Hp+2(J; Q)
0^Í2A0.
Proposition 2.5. Let 6s •' be a decomposable rational p-form of wedge type (s, t)
representing an element in HP(J ; Q).

(a) 6s ' ' ñ n1 = 0 if and only if I > s.
Consequently, 6s'' is a generator of Gq if and only if I > s.

(b) 6s'1 is a generator of Ol ®z Q if and only if I > s.
(c) Ls-p+l(6s'') = 0 if and only if I > s.
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Hence, for decomposable rational p-forms 6, one has

8eGlQ if and only if 6 e O, <g>z
Q if and only if 6 e ker Lg~p+l.
Proof. Using Proposition 2.4, write 0 in the canonical form given there, and
complete the set of 1-forms to a canonical basis A¡, B¡, 1 < i < g, for

77'(/; Q). Then the fundamental 2-form on J is given by fi = Ylf=\B¡ A
Ai. From the paragraph after the proof of Lemma 2.2 which describes the
pseudocap product, one concludes that 0s• ' ñ rçs is a rational constant times
As+XA■■■AAs+i, and 6s''ñnl is zero if / > 5 since all the Afs are orthogonal.
A generator of 0¡ ®z Q must represent a p-plane in HX(J ; Q) which contains a (p-l+1)-dimensional totally isotropic subspace with respect to the skewsymmetric pairing of 1-forms. This is possible if and only ifs + t>p-l+l,
which is equivalent to I > s.

Likewise, Lt>(6)= 0 if and and only if q + s + t > g, so Lg~p+l(8) = 0 if
and only if g-p + l + s + t>g, which is equivalent to / > í . D
Proposition 2.6. Let 8 beap-formon

J representing an element of Hp (J ; Q).

Thenfor 1 < / < [*§M, 0 is in kerLg~p+l if and only if 6 is in G'Q.
Proof. By Proposition 2.5 and the linearity of the Lefschetz operator, it is clear

that G'Qc kerL*-P+/.
For the reverse inclusion, choose a canonical basis A,■,B,■, 1 < / < g, for
HX(J;Z). Write
0 = £0yAC7lA---AC„,
J€J

where C, equals either A¡ or 77,, 6j consists of a sum of forms containing
only wedge products of 5 pairs A¡AB¡, and the sum is over all distinct singleton
endings Cy, A • • •A Cj,. Since forms with different singleton endings are linearly
independent, Lq(8) = 0 if and only if Lt>(dJ)ACjlA---ACjl = 0 for all singleton
endings. However, a simple computation shows that Lg-p+l(6j)ACjlA---ACJl 0 for all J if and only if g-s-t
+ l>g-t,
which is equivalent to I > s .
It follows that 0 is in GL , by Proposition 2.5. D

Corollary 2.7. Let G1 c HP(J ;Z) be the subgroup generated by all I-good pforms and let GL be the vector space Gl ®z Q- Let 0/ c HP(J ; Z) be the
subgroup generated by all I-orthogonal p-forms.

Then 0,®zQ = GQ = kerLg-p+l.
Corollary 2.8. Let 8X, ... ,8P be linearly independent integral harmonic I-forms
on J and let 6 = 8XA ■■■A 8P be the corresponding nonzero p-form on J. Let
8 = ¿jfl0] Lr(8(r)) be the Lefschetz decomposition of8, where 6(r) isaprimitive
(p - 2r)-form on J and U is the rth power of the Lefschetz operator.

Then 8 is l-good if and only if 0<'>= ••• = 8^™ = 0.
Proof. Writing 0 in its Lefschetz decomposition and applying Lg~p+l, we see
that all the terms with 0 < r < I - 1 are zero since 0(r) is a primitive (p - 2r)form. Since Lg~p+l(8) is zero and the Lefschetz decomposition is unique, we
must have that 0(r) = 0 for / < r < [f ]. D
We remark that this corollary provides the equivalence of the two nitrations

of Hp(J ; R) described in the introduction. Also, for / = 1 , g-p+l

—g-p+l,
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and it follows that G¿ consists precisely of all primitive p-forms. This result
is given in [BH1] for p = 3. However, for p > 5 , the space GqP-1)^2] strictly
contains all primitive p-forms.
We also remark that it is not true that 0 = 0i A • • • A 6P is /-good if and only
if for some (p - I + I) of the 0,'s we have 0, • 6j = 0. As an example, take
p - 5 and 1 = 2, and let X be a Riemann surface of genus 5 with symplectic
basis Ax, ... ,A5, Bx, ... , B5 for HX(X;Z). Let
6X=AX,

82 = BX+A2,

83 = 2BX+B2 + A3,

84 = BX+B2 + B3 + A4,
05 = -772 - 377i + 773+ 2774.
Then, we have 0, • 0; ^ 0 if ij^j, but 0i A • • • A 05 is good, since
0, A - • • A 05 = 8\ A ■■■A 05,

where
0'i = 0i,
6'2= 62,
03 = 0i - 202 + 03,
04 = 01 —02 + 04 ,
05 = —01+ 302 + 05 ,

as is easily checked, and this lies in Oi c G2 since 8\ •6'j = 0 for 2 < i < j < 5 .
The following proposition tells us that this is the only type of counterexample.
Proposition 2.9. A decomposable integral p-form 6 = 0i A • • • A 8P on J is lgood if and only if there exist integral harmonic I-forms 6[, ... , d'p such that

8 = 0; A •• • A 8'p and 8\ • 8) = 0 for 1 < i, j < p - I + 1. Hence, 0¡ = G1.
Proof. If 8 = 6[ A ■■■A dp is a decomposable integral (p - I + l)-form with
0;(. 8'j = 0 for all 1 < i, j < p —I + 1, we consider dñn1. As remarked after
Lemma 2.2, pseudocap product with nl removes / pairs of 1-forms, takes their
pairwise product under the skew-symmetric bilinear form, and takes the product
of these / numbers as the coefficient for the wedge product of the remaining
(p - 21) 1-forms. Then it is clear that dñn1 = 0 since any choice of / pairs of
1-forms must contain (/ + 1) mutually orthogonal 1-forms, so one pair must
consist of orthogonal 1-forms. Hence, all the coefficients are zero and 0 is

/-good, by Proposition 2.3. So 0¡ c Gl.
Suppose 0 = 0i A ■• • A dp is /-good. Let Ö be the oriented p-plane in
771(X ; Q) spanned by dx, ... , dp . Using a basic linear algebra result, we may
choose a basis tx , ... , xs,x\, ... ,x't for n with t < s, t + s = p , x¡ • Xj = 0
for 1 < i, j < s, and t, • t' = «,<5,yfor some natural numbers «, with «,
dividing rii+i, which is equivalent over the integers to dx, ... , dp .
We remark that s > [^i] + 1 and 0 = ±Ti A • • • A zs A x\ A ■■■A x\ since any
integral change of basis has determinant ± 1 .

If 5 > p-l+l, we are done by letting d\ = t, for I < i < s and 0¿ = x'¡_s for
s+l < i < p; and reversing t^-i and xs, if necessary, to make 0 = 6[ A- ■-A0^ .
Suppose s < p - I + I. We complete the basis Xi,..., xs,x\,...
,x't for
n to a basis xx, ... ,xg,x\, ... ,x'g for 771(X ; Q) such that t, • t, = 0 for
I < i, j < g, and t, • t' = n¡S¡j for some natural numbers «,. We remark
that we may choose n¡■= 1 if i > t. With respect to this basis, the Kaehler

form Q may be written Q = J2f=xj-tJ At, , so
Qg-P+I

-,-rrr

_-^

= >

N¡x': A x¡, A ■■■A x'i

, A T,- nJ,,
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where the sum is over all multi-indices 7 = (ix, ... , ig-p+i) with 1 < ix <
•••< ig-p+i < g, and /V/ = 1/«,-, • • • nig_p+l.

So, Lg-p+l(d)/(g-p

+ l)\ equals

± J2 tf/T*.Ax'hA ••• A x(g_p+l
A x'igp+iA t, A •• ■Axs Ax\ A ■■■A x\.
i
We note that all nonzero terms in this expression are linearly independent and
the only nonzero terms occur when {ix, ... , ig-p+i} C {s + I, ... , g} .

But the cardinality of the set {s+l, ... , g} is g-s > g-(p-l+l)

= g-p +

/- 1, so g-s > g-p + l. Hence, we may choose a subset {ix, ... , ig-p+i} c
{s + 1, ... , g} and guarantee that Lg~p+l(d) ^ 0. This contradiction shows
s > P - I + 1, so that G1 c 0¡, which proves the proposition. D
We conclude this section by summarizing our results in the following theorem:
Theorem 2.10. Let X be a Riemann surface of genus g > p > 3 and let I
be a natural number with 1 < / < [^J.
Let Gl be the abelian subgroup
of HP(J ; Z) generated by I-good p-forms. Let 0¡ be the abelian subgroup of
HP(J;Z) generated by I-orthogonal p-forms. Let L be the Lefschetz operator
on HP(J ; Q) defined by taking the wedge product with the fundamental 2-fiorm
on J.
Then 0¡ = Gl. Further, if we consider the vector spaces generated by these

abelian groups in HP(J;Q)

then Oi®zQ = GlQ= kexLg-p+!.

Moreover, suppose 0 is a decomposable integral p-form and
[p/2]

d = J2 Lr(d{r))
r=0

is the Lefschetz decomposition of 8, where 6^ is a primitive (p - 2r)-form on
J and U is the rth power of the Lefschetz operator.

Then 8 is l-goodif and only if 8(l)= ■■■
= 0«p/2B= 0.
3. Harmonic volume
In this section we will define harmonic volume and show that twice the value
of harmonic volume on primitive (2k + l)-forms equals the linear functional
v. This relationship will enable us to utilize harmonic volume as a tool for
calculating the image of the algebraic fc-cycle Wk - Wk in the intermediate
Jacobian ^(J(X)).
In particular, we show that the values of harmonic volume
on good forms in Gk~x lie in a discrete subgroup of R/Z and this will enable
us in the next section to show that harmonic volume is identically zero on this
class of good forms.
Let 0 = 0i A • • • A 82k+x be a good (2k + l)-form. Define Jk: Xk -» T2k+X

by

Jk(xi,..., xk)= (Y, i' »i »•••. E f °2k+x
) modul°Z2M'

\,=ijp

¿=ijp

J

where p is a fixed basepoint in X. We know from §2 that JkXk , as a singular
2k-cycle, is the boundary of some (2k + l)-chain, C2,t+i, in T2k+X. We define
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the harmonic volume of 0, 7(0), to be
7(0)=

/

dxx A ■■■Adx2k+X modulo Z,

where 0, is the pullback of dx¿ by the Abel-Jacobi map.
We remark that if we change the basepoint in X used to define the map Jk ,
the map is changed by translation. Since integration is invariant under rigid
translation, the mapping 7 is independent of the basepoint in X. We also
remark that for a hyperelliptic Riemann surface X, harmonic volume vanishes
identically, just in the case k = 1.
Our first result is to demonstrate harmonic volume as a sum of integrals over
a nested sequence of submanifolds of the symmetric product Xk . This result is
analogous to Harris' result representing harmonic volume as an iterated integral.

Proposition 3.1. Let 0 = 0i A • • • A d2k+x be a nonzero good (2k + l)-form. Let
N be the largest integer so that 0# A • • • A 82k+x is exact on Xk . We remark

that 2 < N < 2k. Let y2k= Xk, and for each j, N - I < j < 2k - I, let
yi be a j-manifold in y¡+x dual to 8j+2. Let f¡(x) = Jx 8¡. Then there exist
forms f/i,...,v; ••• ; r]\,...,2k with each «i,...j being a (j - l)-form on y¡ and

satisfying
dt\i.j

= Jk*(dxi A ••• Adxj)

and

/ nx>...j Adj+X=0.
Jy,
ÏJ

Further,

I(8) = (-l)N~x f

fNdxA---AdN.x+(-l)Nr¡\,

J7n-\

-/

Vi,...,n+i-/
JyN

V\,...,2k

moduloZ,

Jv2k-\

and the value of the integral is independent of the choice of the *\\,...j 's. Moreover, if fj denotes y¡ cut along the submanifold y,-X, then

1(d) = Lf2k+\8xA-.-A82k-[
Jxk

+ --- + (-l)N~x f

fi2k6xA---A82k_x
Jhk-\

fiN8xA---A8N-X moduloZ.

Proof. Let y„ be an oriented «-manifold, n > 2, and let 0i, ... , 0„+i be
n + 1 closed 1-forms on y„ with integer periods so that 0„+i is not exact on
yn . Let p G y„ be a fixed basepoint and suppose also that the image of the map
©«: ïn -> Tn+X given by

(fX 6X,..., J" 8n+x\ moduloZ"+1
ip
jp
^«+i
some (n + l)-chain in T"

is the boundary of
Let y„_i bean (n- l)-manifold in yn dual to 0„+i . Let y„ be y„ cut along
y„_i so that dyn = >-+_, U y~_, . Then fn+x(x) = fxp 8n+x is well defined on yn
with fn+x(p~) = fn+\(P+) + 1, where p+ e y+_, and p~ 6 y~_x correspond to
p € y„-\.
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We have
yn —?!-» FxR

(t)
yn —^

Tn+X

where q axe the natural quotient maps. Note that the oriented boundary of

ë„(y„)is (-ím^Jut-ir-ÜOv,).
Let 1 </]<•••

< j'„_i < « . Then, we have

/

dxh A • • • A i/xln_, = /

J»n(rn-t)

d(S„)h A • • ■A i/(8„),„_

Jy*-i

= [

0„A---A0,„_l

•^7n-\

= / 0,-,A • • • A 0/„_1A 0„+i
•/yn

= /
dx,, A • • • A ¿/jc/b_, A i/x„+i
Je„(v„)

= 0,
by Stokes' theorem, since 6«(y„) is a boundary
Since
/
dxi, A ■■■Ai/x,n_, = 0
J&n(yn-\)

for all sequences 1 < z'i < ••• < i„-X < n, Qn(y^x)

is the boundary of

some «-chain, 7J>+,in T" x R. Then 6„(y~_,) = dD~, where 7J>~= 7J>++
(0,...,0,
1). Let F = 8„ (y„)-(-1)" (7)+-Z)~), where addition isas singular
chains. Then y is an «-cycle in T"xR and under the quotient map, q, q(Y) =
Gn(yn) ■

Since the map on homology induced by the quotient map q : PxR^

Tn+X

is injective and q(Y) is a boundary in Tn+ ', we conclude that Y is a boundary
in Tn xR. Say Y = dCn+x , where C„+i is a (n + l)-chain in PxR.
Then

dq(Cn+x) = e„(y„), so,
/

dxx A • • ■A dx„+x

Jq(C„+l)

= /

dxx A ■■■Adxn+X

Jcn+¡

= (-1)"

/ xn+x dxx A • • • Adxn

= (—1)" /

xn+x dxx A ■■■Adxn

jQny»

- /

xn+xdxx A • ■• A dxn + I

xn+x dxx A • • • A dx„

= (-1)" / fn+i&*n(dxx A--- Adxn)+

/ dxx A--- Adx„.
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We remark that we have used the commutative diagram (t) to identify
&*n(dxxA • • • A dx„) and Q*n(dxxA • • • A dxn) by means of the quotient map q ,
where dxxA-- -Adx„ is considered as a form on PxR and Tn+X, respectively.
It is easily computed that
/ &*n(dxxA ••• Adxn) = / &*„(dxxA ■■■Adxn) = /
dxx A ■■■Adx„ = 0,
h»
Jjn
Je„(y„)

since 6„(y„) is a boundary, and it follows that there exists a (n - l)-form
tfi,...,n on 7n such that
àr\\,...,n = ®*„(dxxA ••• Adx„).

Suppose f y/Adn+x -0 for all closed («-l)-forms
y/ on y„ . It then follows
that 0„+i is exact on yn, contradicting the hypothesis that this form is not
exact. Thus, there exists a closed (« - l)-form y/ on y„ with

/ y/ A 0„+i = 1.

Say

/ ïi,...,»AÔ„+i = C.
We then replace f/i ,...,„ by r\\,...,n-Cyi and obtain a new («-l)-form,
we will still call r\x,...,n, on y„ such that

(*)

dnx¡_,_>n
= e*(dxxA---Adxn)

and

which

/ »i,...,„ A 0„+i = 0.

Jy»

Then
/ /„+iO*(^xi

A--Aúíx„)

= / f„+idr¡i.„

= / fn+xdnx ,...,„

+ 0B+1A»?i.„

Jyn

= / d(fin+x, r¡i,...,n)
Jyn

= /

•/(-i)"y„+-iu(-1)"+l>'„~-,

= (-l)"+1/

fn+\f]l,...,n

»/i,...,„■

Note that if we choose another (« - l)-form r/', n on y„ satisfying (*),
then r/i ,...,„ - f/'i „ is a closed (« - l)-form on yn , so

/

m,...,n-n'x,...,n=

'yn-\

j ("i)...,«-'?i,...,JA0«

=o,

Jyn

so the choice of r/i,...,« is irrelevant.

So,
/
JC„+1

dxx A--■ Adxn+X =

dxxA--Adx„JDn

?!,...,»
Jyn-t
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The «-form dxx A • • • A dxn on PxR
arises by pulling back the form
dxx A • • • A dxn on T" by the projection p: T" x R -»• T" . Hence, if D* =
p#(D„), we have

/ dxx A • • • A dxn = /

Jd„

Jb*

dxx A ■• • A dxn .

Note that dD* = p#(dDn) = p#(&„(y„-X)) is the image of y„_i under the map
6„_i : y„_i -» T" , given by integrating dx, ... , dn modulo Z along a path.
Now y„_i is an oriented («-l)-manifold whose image under the map 8„_i,
defined by integrating dx, ... ,dn along a path, is the boundary of some «-chain
in Tn . If the form 0„ is not exact on y„_i, then we have an inductive step.
Thus, we obtain
7(0)=

/

dxx A ■■■A dXN - /

-/

r}\,...,N

tl\,...,2k moduloZ,

where y2k — Xk and y¡ is an /-manifold in y/+i dual to 0/+2 ; D*N is an
A/-chain in TN whose boundary is the image of the map ö^-i : y¿v_i —>TN
given by integrating dx, ... ,dN modulo Z along a path; and f/i,...,/ is an
(/ - 1)-form on y¡ with

d'il, ...,/ = Jk(dxx A ■■■
Adxi)

and

t1i,...,i Ad¡+X=0.

Jy,

Since 0jv is exact on y^-i , the mapping @n-\ lifts to a mapping 9^_i
with the following diagram commuting:

7iV_, ^

r"-'xR

yN.x -^

T»

The injectivity of the map induced on homology by q : TN~ ' x R —»TN
yields that QN-X(yN-X) is a boundary in TN~X x R. If DN is an N-chain in
TN~X x R with boundary 8^-1(7^-1),
then

/

dxx A • • • A dxN = /_ dxx A •• • Aí/xat

7o«,

modulo Z,

7dn

since q(Div) and D^, differ by a cycle in rw .
But, in TN~l xR, dxiA---AdxN = (-l)N~ld(xNdx\A---AdxN-i),

/

i/xi A • • • A dxN = _ dxx A • • • A dxN

•/oî,\

modulo Z

Jdn

—(-l)N~x

I

Xfjdxx A ■■■AdxN-i

JeN-tüN-i)

= (_!)*-</■

/vÔ.A-AOiv-,.

"/vaz-i

This serves to complete the proof.

G
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Our next result is the crucial connection between harmonic volume and the
image of Wk - Wk~ in the intermediate Jacobian f( J(X)).
Proposition 3.2. On good forms, the homomorphism v defined by integration
over a chain whose boundary is Wk - Wk~, equals twice the harmonic volume.

That is, v = 27.
Proof. By defining ;: HX(X; R) -> HX(X;R) by j(a) = -*a, where * denotes the Hodge star operator, we induce a complex structure on HX(X; R)
which makes it isomorphic to 77' '°(X), so we may consider the Jacobian J to
be [HX(X; R)]* modulo the lattice generated by periods of dx, ... , dg,*dx,

... ,*dg.
Consider the commutative diagram
Xk —k—>

Xk —£->

J

T2k+X

where Jk is the map defined above by integrating 0i, ... , d2k+x along a path;
and n is projection on the first 2k + I factors.
If Z>2/c+iisa (2k + l)-chain on / with boundary Wk-Wk and C2k+Xisa
chain on T2k+l with boundary Jk Xk , then it is easily shown that n#D2k+x and
C2k+X- i#C2k+x, where i is the group involution on T2k+l, axe homologous.
Now using this fact and the definition of v and 7, the result follows. D
We now show that, for k > 2 and for an element in Gk~x , the image v(d)
lies in a discrete subgroup of R/Z. We will use this result in §4 to show that
the homomorphism

v is identically zero on Gk~x .

Lemma 3.3. 7*br k > 2 and 8 = 8XA ■■■A 82k+x a generator of Ok_x, as
defined in §2, then v(d) isa (k\) -torsion point in R/Z. Consequently, if d isa
decomposable integral (2k + l)-form in the kernel of the (g - k - 2)th power of
the Lefschetz operator, then 0 is (k - l)-good and v(d) isa (k\)-torsion point

in R/Z.
Proof. Rather than considering Wk , the image of Xk in J, consider m# Wxk,
the image of Xk in J, where m: J x ■■■x J —>J is multiplication.

We write Wxk- (Wx~)k as the sum
fc-i

m#(wk- (wx-)k)= Y.m*^Wx- wnx w\~j~x x (wnj]Now, choosing a 3-chain D3 whose boundary is Wx - Wx , then the cycle
m#(Wxk- (Wx~)k) is the boundary of
k-\

D2k+X= $>#[7)3

j=o

x wk-J~l

x (wx-y\.
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Using the fact that k\v(d) = jD 0 and the fact that 0 is in Ok_x and
therefore at least k + 3 of the 0,'s are orthogonal, a simple computation of
JD 0 completes the proof. D
We summarize the results from this section in the following theorem:
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a nonsingular algebraic curve of genus g > 2k + 1 for
a fixed natural number k. Let J = J(X) be the Jacobian variety of X. Let I
denote the harmonic volume map and let v denote the map on integral (2k + 1)forms given by integration modulo Z over a chain D2k+X whose boundary is
the k-cycle Wk - Wk . Let 0 be the associated vector space map, which is
well-defined modulo periods. Then the C-linear map 0 is identically zero on
(r, 2k + 1 -r)-forms if r < [|] or if r >2k + l-[\].
Further, harmonic volume
is a well-defined map which is independent of the basepoint in X used to define
the map Jk . Proposition 3.1 presents a formula demonstrating harmonic volume
as sum of integrals over a nested sequence of submanifolds of Xk .
Further, when restricted to k-good (2k + l)-forms, the homomorphism v
equals twice the harmonic volume. The image of Gk~x under the homomorphism
v is contained in a discrete subgroup of R/Z. Recalling Proposition 1.1, if Wk
is algebraically equivalent to Wk~, it is necessary for 0 to vanish on forms of

Hodge type (r, 2k + 1 - r) if r ^ k and r ^ k + 1.
4. Variation

of harmonic volume

In this section we will use the interpretation of harmonic volume as the
"volume" of a chain to utilize the methods of integral calculus in order to
compute the change in harmonic volume as the complex structure on X varies.
The connection between harmonic volume and v will then allow us to derive
a formula for the "vertical codifferential" of v when considered as a section of
a holomorphic torus bundle.
Let G be the free abelian group of good (2k + l)-forms on J . Let Gr =
G®zR and Gc = Gr<8>rC. We remark that Gr and Gc may be considered as
vector subspaces of 772*+1(/ ; R) and H2k+x(J ; C), respectively. By the Hodge
Theorem, H2k+x(J; C) = ®p+q=2k+xHP<«(J), and, letting G"'" = HP-«(J) n
Gc, we get Gc = 0GP?,
since the Lefschetz operator is a real operator of
bidegree ( 1, 1). As mentioned in the introduction, the Hodge filtration induces
a filtration on the subspace of H2k+i(J; C) generated by good forms. The
inclusion
_
GR^Gc/Fk+xGc^Fk+xGc,
gives Gr a natural complex structure that, by the work of Griffiths, varies
holomorphically with the complex structure on J.
The group homomorphism can then be realized as a point on the torus

Homc(7^+1Gc, C)/Homz(G, Z)
in the following manner. The map v is an element of Hom(G, R/Z). Now,
Hom(G,R/Z)
is isomorphic to the quotient Hom(G, R)/Hom(G, Z), and
Hom(G, R) can be identified with Hoitir(Gr, R). Further, if we define
H-.HomR(GR, R) - Homc(GR, C)
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by
fi(l)(p) = X(j(p)) + ik(p),
we then identify Hoitir(Gr, R) with Homc(GR, C). Denoting Hom(G, Z) by
G* and Homc(Fk+xGc, C) by G* , we may consider v as a point on the torus
G\/G*, a compact complex Lie group similar to the intermediate Jacobian of
the manifold /.
Now suppose we consider a holomorphic family of compact Riemann surfaces Xs, all of a fixed genus g > 2k + 1, where 5 ranges over some complex
open disk about the origin and Xq = X. Then we may consider the homology
basis as fixed and the complex structure as varying holomorphically. Then the
torus bundle on Torelli space with fiber G* (s)/G*(s) is holomorphic and the
linear functional v provides a holomorphic section of this bundle. These results are essentially the work of Griffiths [Gl, Proposition 3.8, G2, Theorems 1.1
and 1.27]. The holomorphic variation of v implies the following result which
generalizes the fact that v vanishes on holomorphic differentials as shown in
Proposition 1.2.
Proposition 4.1. For k > 2, the homomorphism v is identically zero on Gk~x.
Proof. Let k > 2 and let X be a Riemann surface of genus g > 2k + 1. Consider X as varying in Torelli space. That is, let A be a (3g - 3)-dimensional
complex disk containing the origin with each s £ A corresponding to a Riemann
surface Xs so that Xo = X and so that A is a complete, effective parametrization of the variation of complex structure of X .
Let 0 = 0i A • • • A d2k+x be a decomposable (2k + l)-form on the Jacobian
J(X) which generates Ok_x and let 0^ be a harmonic 1-form on Xs representing the same cohomology class as 0 . Thus, ds is a (k - 1)-good form on
Js and by Lemma 3.3, vs(ds) isa (fc!)-torsion point in R/Z. Since vs varies
analytically with s and maps continuously into a discrete set, vs is constant on
ds as s varies. Now, choosing some So for which the corresponding Riemann
surface XSo is hyperelliptic, and therefore vS(¡is known to be identically zero,
serves to conclude the proof. D
Hence, the homomorphism v is identically zero on primitive forms for
k > 2. Hence, in order to gather any useful information about the algebraic
equivalence of Wk and Wk one must consider the larger class of good forms.
Now we consider the variation of harmonic volume as the complex structure
of X varies. To accomplish this, we will invoke the theory of deformation
of complex structure as described in [SS]. For a more modern treatment, the
reader is also referred to [K].
Fix a point t in the Riemann surface X and introduce a local coordinate
z which vanishes at t. Let 5 = p2e2l<l>be a complex number of sufficiently
small modulus so that the closed disk \z\ < p lies in the image of the local
coordinate z . Let z* be a local coordinate whose image contains an annular
neighborhood U of the curve \z\ = p, but which omits a neighborhood of /.
We define a new Riemann surface Xs by removing the disk \z\ < p from X
and attaching a disk with local coordinate z by identifying z* = z + \ along
the overlap U n {z\ \z\ > p} . Thus, Xq = X and Xs defines a holomorphic
family of Riemann surfaces as 5 varies over some small open disk. A Riemann
surface X* is a deformation of X if X* is conformai to Xs for some 5.
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We remark that if 0 is a harmonic 1-form on X representing a cohomology
class [0] in HX(X; R), then since HX(X;R) =■HX(X*; R), [0] may also be
considered as a cohomology class in 771(X ; R). However, 0 may no longer
be harmonic on X*, but there is a unique harmonic 1-form 0* on X* with
[0*] = [0]. We say 0* is the harmonic 1-form on X* associated to 0 .
Choose 3#-3 generic points tx, ..., t$gs on X and perform this same deformation technique at each point t¡, making sure that the coordinate patches
on which the deformations take place do not overlap. This gives a (3g - 3)dimensional parameter space A with coordinates si, ... , 53^-3 over which the
complex structure of X varies. If the points tx, ... , ¿3^-3 are chosen generically so that any quadratic differential vanishing at all these points vanishes
identically, then the evaluation map
TS(A)®H°(X;K2)^C,
3g-3

3g-3

S Cj-^-^q(z)(dz)2 ,- Y, cMlj)>
j=\

J

j=\

is nondegenerate in the second factor, and it follows that the Kodaira-Spencer
map taking TS(A) to T7'(X;<P), where <I>= iv_1, is surjective, hence an
isomorphism. Hence, by the Kodaira-Spencer completeness theorem, the disk A
is a complete, effective parametrization of all possible variations of the complex
structure of X.
Let X be a Riemann surface of genus g > 2k + 1 for a fixed natural number
k and let 0i, ... , 82k+x be harmonic 1-forms on X so that 0i A • • • A 02jt+i is
a good (2k + l)-form. Let X* be a deformation of X and let 0,, ... , d2k+x
be the harmonic 1-forms on X* associated to 0i, ... , 02A:+i• We remark that
0* A • • • A 8*2k+xis still a good (2k + l)-form. Let Jk: Xk -» T2k+Xbe defined
as in §2. That is

Jk(xx, ... , xk) = ( ¿

T 0,, ... , ¿

V=iJp

r 82k+x)

j=iJp

modulo Z2*+1.

J

Likewise, let J*: X* -> T2k+X be defined using 8¡, ... , 8*k+x.
Recall that the harmonic volume of 0, 7(0), is the volume modulo Z of a
(2k + l)-chain in T2k+Xwhich is bounded by JkXk . Similarly, 7(0*) is the
volume modulo Z of a (2k + l)-chain in T2k+Xwhich is bounded by Jk*Xk.
Thus, for X* near X, and hence for Xk near Xk , 7(0*) - 7(0) is the volume
between the "surfaces" JkXk and JkXk in T2k+X. In the case k = 1, this
variation is computed by the method of integral calculus [BH1, Theorem 5.8]:

Proposition 4.2. Let 8X, 62, and 03 be integral harmonic l-forms subject to the
conditions that Jx 0, A07 =0 for all i, j. This condition is equivalent to the three

form 0 = 0i A02A03 being primitive on the Jacobian J of X. For I < i, j < 3
with i t¿ j, let t]ij be the unique I-form on X such that drjij = 0, A 07 and
t]i j is orthogonal to all closed l-forms on X. Define Q: P <g>z
R -» H°(X ; K2)

by
Q(dx A 02 A 03) = Yl (01+'*0l)('?2,3 + />2,3),
(1,2,3)
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where * indicates the Hodge star operator and the sum is over cycle permutations

of the set {1,2,3}.
Consider the harmonic volume 7(0 ; s) for s = (sx, ... , 53^-3) near s = 0.

Then
3y-3

7(0;s)-7(0;O)

= Im 2n Y, Sj (2(0)(0) + o(s),
7=1

(¿z,)2

where z¡ is the complex coordinate on X = Xo near t¡. Further, harmonic
volume varies holomorphically with s.

We will use this result for the case k = 1 to derive an analogous formula for
the variation of harmonic volume for arbitrary k . Our result, which completes
this section, is

Theorem 4.3. Define Qx: Gr -» 77°(A-;K2) by
Qx(dXA---Ad2k+x)

= Yl (s&nli)(dß(2k+l)+ i*dfli2k+l))
p£S2k+\

k-1

-

0^(2/-1) A 0^(2/) ,

(rlß(2k-\),n(2k) + i*riß(2k-\),ii(2k))
/=iJX

where n¡j is the unique I-form on X such that dn¡j
orthogonal to all closed l-forms on X.

= 0, A d¡ and n¡j

is

For s = (sx, ... , 53^-3) € C3g~3 of sufficientlysmall modulus,

I(8;s)-I(d;0)

= ¥jj—^lxn

*E*Ä
(dz¡Y

+ o(s),

7=1

where z¡ is a local coordinate on X = Xo around tj.
Proof. From the computation in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we have

k\u(d) = fc 5>/
/6Jr

/ 0„ A dh A 0„ • f[ i dllM A 0,2/+3,
Jd,

l=x Jx

where J^ is the collection of all multi-indices 7 = {ix, ... , i2k+x} with 1 <

/'1 < i-2< h < 2k + 1 ; 1 < 1*2/
< Ï2/+1< 2fc-1-1, for 2 < / < k ; and £/ is the
sign of the permutation ix, ... , i2k+x of 1,..., 2k + 1.
Since 0 is fc-good, we may assume 0 is fc-orthogonal by Proposition 2.9.
Hence, some k + 2 of the 0,'s are mutually orthogonal under the skew symmetric pairing (a, ß) h->fx a A ß . We may assume that 0„ , 0,2, and 0,3 are
mutually orthogonal, for otherwise the summand is zero. So, 0„ A 0,2 A 0,3 is a
primitive 3-form on J . Then
/

0„ A 0,2 A 0,3

is simply v(d), where this 1/ is the Abel-Jacobi map on integral 3-forms.
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Now consider X as varying in Torelli space. Then

k\[u(d*) -1/(0)] = k £

«, /

I£jr

0;, a 0* a 0* • n

JD^

- * $>

/ 0,-;+2a 0*,+3

/=1 JX

/

01, A 0,2 a 0,3 • J]

/ 0/2,+2A 0,2;+3.

Since the pairing (a, ß) >->Jx aA/7 is topological, and therefore independent
of complex structure, the integrals appearing in the products are constant with
respect to variation in Torelli space. Hence, we obtain

k\[v(d*)-v(d)]

= *5>(7
f^jr

(*)

\Jd}

0;,A0- A0*3- / 0„A0,2A0,3)n
Jd}

id,

J l=x Jx

k-\

hl+2 A 0i2/+3

.

= kY, eiM0¡t A 0* A 0? ) - v(dh A 0,2A 0,3)}J] / 0,2/+2
A 0,2/+3,
Its

1=1 x

where the i/'s in the braces signify the Abel-Jacobi map on primitive 3-forms
Quoting Proposition 4.2 and using the fact that v = 21 on good forms, w
have
3g-3

i/(0*)-i/(0)

= 2 Im 2* Y SJ 0(0) (tj)
t

J(dzj)2

+ o(s),

where
ß(0lA02A03)=

Y

(01 + ¿*0l)("2,3 + í>2,3)

(1,2,3)

and Zj is the complex coordinate on X = Xq near tj. Substituting this into
(*). we obtain
(*),
obtain

k\[v(8*)-v(8)]

= 2k Y, £/Im 2n Y Sj
íes

;=i

-

(dZj)2

tj)

fc-i .

n

/ °'2i+2a 0/2;+3+o(s)

1=1 Jx

The use of a combinatorial argument and the fact that v is twice the value
of harmonic volume on good forms now concludes the proof.
The fact that the map Qx has values in the holomorphic quadratic differentials follows from Proposition 4.2. D
5. NONDEGENERACY OF HARMONIC VOLUME

We first show that the homomorphism Qx of the last section may be interpreted as the codifferential in the direction of the fiber of the mapping v ,
considered as a map from Torelli space into the torus bundle with fiber G*+/G*.
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Using this it is possible to perform a computation which shows that, for a hyperelliptic Riemann surface X which has its branch points located radially about
the origin and symmetrically about the real axis, this codifferential of harmonic
volume maps surjectively onto the (-l)-eigenspace of the hyperelliptic involution on the hyperelliptic locus in Torelli space. Thus, the differential of the
harmonic volume map at the point of Torelli space represented by X is injective on the subspace of the tangent space to Torelli space which is dual to
the (-l)-eigenspace of the hyperelliptic involution on the hyperelliptic locus.
In particular, whereas harmonic volume is identically zero on primitive forms,
it is nondegenerate on good forms. This implies that an intermediate Jacobian
based on good forms might be valuable in determining the algebraic equivalence
of algebraic cycles.
Let X be a hyperelliptic Riemann surface of genus g > 2k +1. Without loss
of generality we may assume that X has equation y2 = Il/LiC* _ ed > where

« = 2g + 2. Let C0j= xJdx/y,

0<j<g-l,bea

basis for H°(X ; K),

where K is the canonical bundle on X. Let x = re'd and x - e¡ = r¡el6> .
We assume TTLi rj is an even function of 0 which is also invariant under the
transformation taking 0 to 0 + 27t/« . This condition is fulfilled if the branch
points of X are located radially about the origin with one branch point located
on the positive real axis.
A computation [BH1, §6] shows that Re(<w/)ARe(œm) is a well-defined form
on P1 and that integration of this form over P1 yields zero, so we conclude

that
Re(fe)/) • Re(com) = 0 for all /, m.

Similarly, it is shown that
Im(a>/) • Im(wm) = 0 for all /, m .
We next compute
Re(coi) A lxn(com) = —'-=— A
1 ,
= -j:(0)m

2i

N
ACOi + OJi A COm)

j rl+miei{m-l)d

= -—.-=f-

4i

_|_ei{l-m)8\

- 2irdrdd

no

rl+mcos(m -1)8

=-=f-—rdrdd,

,

..

Un

which is also a well-defined form on P1 . Thus, we have
f * , , t /
x ^ f2n r
Re(œi)Alxn(wm) = 2
/

Jx

rl+mcos(m -1)8
-=¿-'—rdrdd.

Je=oJr=o

. Jn

110

Since the function TJ r, is presumed to be an even function of 0 which is
also invariant under the transformation taking 0 to 0 + 27t/« , we conclude
that it is also invariant under the transformation taking 0 to 0 - 27r/« . Now
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we compute
2n+2n/n

(•2k rl+m

J0=0Un

I

cos[(m-l)8]d8

0=2*/«

/•¿JT-1
2iz+2n/n

J+m (
rl+m

„/+m

Un

cos (m -<>(«-£)

2*

wA

cos[(m - /)0]cos (m

J2nln

n

+sin[(«? - /)0]sin [m
= cos (m-l)

2n

= COS

(m

2n_
«

dd

2n+2n/n J+m

[■¿.K+

Un

J2%/n

= COS

d8

r2n rl+m
„27T1 f2n

cos[(w -1)8] d&

8 + ^«

(m-l)

d8

2n~\ f2n rt+m

{m-l)—\ / =-cos[(w-/)0]rf0.
n J Je=o 11n

We conclude that if Re(<y/) • lxn(œm) ^ 0, then (m - l)2n/n is an integral
multiple of n, or equivalently, m-l
is an integral multiple of g + 1. Since
0 < m , I < g - 1, this forces m = /. So, we obtain
Re(a>/) • Im(ft}OT)= 0

for / ^ m.

Any holomorphic 1-form co can be written œ = 8 + i* 8 where 0 is a
harmonic 1-form. Further, since ** = —1, it is easily seen that *co = -ia>.
The Hodge star operator defines a hermitian positive definite bilinear form on
Hl-°(X) given by

((p,y/)= / <f)A*y/= i
Jx

Jx

(pAy7.

This is called the Hodge inner product. It is easily computed that

(<p,y/) = 0 if and only if Re(<¡))• Re(y/) = Re(<j>)
• \xn(y/) = 0.
Fix j

with

0 < j < g — 3.

Let œ\ = u>j, co'2 = (Oj+x, and

co'3 =

(Oj+2. It follows from the preceding paragraph and our preceding computations that co'x, a>'2, and íí/3 are mutually orthogonal holomorphic 1-forms
under the Hodge inner product. We now complete co'x, co2, 0)'3 to a basis
co\, ... , (o'g for HX'°(X) consisting of pairwise orthogonal holomorphic 1forms. For 1 < / < 3, let 0, = Re(co'i). Further, let 02(,-2) = Re(co'¡) and
02(i-2)+i = Im(û)J-) for 4 < i < k + 2. Since co\, ... , o)'g are pairwise orthogonal under the Hodge inner product, we have Re(wJ) • Re(<y'm)= 0 for all I, m

and Re(e^) • Im(<y^) = 0 for all / ^ m . It follows that

(*)

0, -8j = 0

if {/', j} ^ {2m + 2, 2m + 3} for some 1 < m < k - 1. It also follows that
0i ) 02, 03, and 02/, for 2 < / < k, are k + 2 mutually orthogonal 1-forms, so
that 0i A - • A 82k+x is good, by Proposition 2.9.
Recall the formula in Theorem 4.3 computing the change in harmonic volume, a formula which we now denote by 61. Since v = 27, we may interpret
this map as the "vertical codifferential" of the map v, considered as a section of the holomorphic torus bundle with fiber G+(s)*/G(s)* as s varies in a
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disk A in Torelli space. In order to see this interpretation, recall that the fiber
of this bundle is actually the real dual space of Gr , and we have endowed Gr

with a complex structure making it canonically complex-isomorphic to Fk+XGc ■
Hence, over a small (3g-3)-dimensional disk in Torelli space, the torus bundle
is analytically trivial, and we may identify all the fibers over A with a single
fiber, say over a point p in Torelli space representing a Riemann surface X,
and then reintroduce the complex structure on that fiber via the identification
of Gr with G+(p)*/G(p)*. (See [G2, §11.1].) Thus, we may consider v as
mapping A into a fixed fiber, and then 81 (modulo a factor of two) represents
the codifferential

G+^T;(A)=iH°(x,n2).
By Theorem 4.3,

SI =

Y

(sgn/*)(0M2*+i)
+ ''*0M2fc+i))

t*€S2k+\

k-\

• (*lß(2k-l),ß(2k) + i*tlß(2k-\),ß(2k)) \\(Qp(2l-\)

' Qp(2l))

1=1

and, using what we know about (0, • dj) from equation (*), we obtain

61 = 2k~x(k - 1)! X>gnT)(0T(3) + /*0T(3))
t€S3

k-l

• (>/t(1),t(2)+ í*»it(1),t(2))_Q(02/+2 -02/+3)1=1

The computation done in §5 of [BH1] now allows us to conclude that SI
maps indecomposable

good forms onto the space of quadratic differentials of

the form xj(dx)2/y , where 0 < j < g - 3 .
This set of holomorphic quadratic differentials forms a basis for the (—1)eigenspace of the hyperelliptic involution on the hyperelliptic locus in Torelli
space. It follows that the differential of the mapping v is injective on the dual
space of this (-l)-eigenspace.
In particular, the section v is not identically
zero, and therefore generically nonzero by analyticity.
We remark that a careful examination of the proof of this result shows that
we actually need only take g > k + 2 and that the real (2k + 1)-forms used in
the computation correspond to (k + 2, k - 1)-forms in G+ , on which v must
vanish if Wk is algebraically equivalent to Wjf . Presumably with additional
knowledge on the value of the change in harmonic volume on (k+l, A:)-forms
lying in the image of the differentiation of v with respect to a generic deformation of X in Torelli space, an independent proof of Ceresa's theorem might
be achieved.
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